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Have your say and help guide Victoria’s
30-year Infrastructure strategy
Planning for Victoria’s long-term infrastructure needs
is a complex task and we have some difficult
choices to make.
Infrastructure Victoria understands that to develop
a 30-year infrastructure strategy all Victorians support,
it must engage with the community regularly and openly.
Laying the foundations for a successful 30-year
infrastructure strategy for Victoria will require input
from stakeholders and the community.
Over the coming months there will be a number of
opportunities for Victorians to learn about and contribute
to the strategy.

Citizen jury
We will convene two citizen juries over the course of
the year. We will ask these juries to consider the question
What should we do to meet Victoria’s infrastructure needs?
Jury members will be selected via an independent process
which will ensure we get a cross-section of the community.

How can I get involved?
There are a number of ways the community and
stakeholders can contribute to the development of
the 30-year strategy throughout 2016.
ONLINE
Visit yoursay.infrastructure.com.au to learn more
about the strategy, take part in discussion forums,
respond to surveys, explore interactive tools,
share your thoughts and hear what others have to say.
STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOPS
We will hold a number of workshops throughout 2016
to discuss different aspects of the strategy and get direct
feedback from stakeholders from a range of sectors.
MAKE A SUBMISSION
You can provide a formal submission in response to our
discussion papers at yoursay.infrastructure.com.au,
via email enquiries@infrastructurevictoria.com.au
or mail to Infrastructure Victoria, Level 34,
121 Exhibition Street, Melbourne VIC 3000.
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Tips for providing feedback:
• Keep your responses concise and to the point.
• Ensure your submission addresses the discussion
questions posed throughout our discussion papers.
• Where possible, provide submissions online.

Who is Infrastructure Victoria?
Infrastructure Victoria is an independent statutory authority
which will provide expert advice and guide decision-making
on Victoria’s infrastructure needs and priorities.
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FOUNDATION PAPER

Consultation

Infrastructure Victoria has three key roles:
1. Prepare a 30-year infrastructure strategy for Victoria
2. Provide advice to the Victorian Government on
infrastructure matters
3. Publish research on infrastructure matters

Keep in touch
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You can make sure you have every chance to have your
voice heard by signing up to our consultation register at
yoursay.infrastructurevictoria.com.au

OPTIONS PAPER

Consultation

We will send you regular updates on our work and make
sure you have plenty of information about the project and
timeframes for getting involved.
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DRAFT STRATEGY

Consultation
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FINAL STRATEGY

